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- ANSI standard
- Powerful
- Multiparadigm
  - Procedural
  - Functional
  - Object oriented
- Dynamic and lexical scope
- CLOS: multimethods, method combinations
- Macros and reader macros
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SECD Machine

With some extensions to handle CL weirdness

Lisp values all implement gigantic interface with available methods
SECD
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Peter Landin

Peter Henderson: “Functional Programming: Application and implementation”

Peter Kogge: “The Architecture of Symbolic Machines”

Stack, Environment, Code, Dump

S is the stack, not used for instruction parameters

C is the instruction pointer

E is a list of lists of the environment

D is temporary storage for other registers, return stack
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NIL: push a nil pointer on the stack

LDC: load a constant argument on the stack

LD: load a variable value on the stack
   parameter to LD looks like this: (2 . 3), 2 is depth, 3 is ordinal

SEL: takes two list arguments, sets C to one of them based on S
    the next C is put in D until finished

JOIN: ends a SEL, returning a value from D to C

LDF: takes a function argument and constructs a closure

AP: pops a closure and parameters and applies it
    will save S E C on D and replace them to run the code
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DUM: Pushes a dummy value on environment

RAP: Recursive apply, like AP

  Uses a dummy value to replace environment, for recursive call
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Instances of SECDop pushed to registers

Primitives are just opcodes

Since the “bytecode” is represented as Lisp

And since primitives are Lisp values, it can just be executed the same
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+  
APPEND  
APPLY  
APROPOS  
AREF  
CAR  
CDR  
ATOM  
`  
CONS  
FUNCALL  
GO  
SETF  
USE-PACKAGE
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Java integration

Byte code compilation

More CL functions implemented

LOOP macro

Full SETF

Look at something like UCW, let that drive implementation
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Method handles have much larger impact